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1. Introduction

Computing the shortest path between two nodes in a graph is a well studied problem in graph theory [1]. For the geometric domain, where the path is built based on the geographical position of the destination and of one hop neighbors, it exists as well a plethora of solutions and applications [2]. We will consider the behavior of path finding algorithms in the case when there are obstacles and local irregularities in the initial network configuration. Because of the severe limitations of sensor network devices and the lack of global network knowledge, our purpose is to find in a distributed manner the shortest possible obstacle avoidance path between two points using only local geographical information.

The simplest form of geographic routing, greedy, chooses for forwarding the neighbor closest to the destination. The main drawback: the local maximum phenomenon - there is no neighbor closer to the destination than the current node. This situation appears often when there is an obstacle or a hole in the network, in low density network areas and even in the case of medium densities. Perimeter routing solves the problem of stuck nodes by using the right hand rule to route around the perimeter, until it can switch...
back to the greedy routing. But these paths are not optimal in terms of length, and in fact can be quite long and thus inefficient. Additionally, it cannot guarantee delivery for any shape of the obstacle, i.e., it fails in the presence of some hard obstacles. Although several solutions have been proposed for routing around the holes, they represent a trade-off between optimal path routing and network topology maintenance traffic.

**Our approach** We are proposing a mechanism for finding optimal paths, without extra maintenance traffic. It is a heuristic forwarding strategy, thus it uses the information about the previous forwarding tasks in order to make a decision. The novelty consists in considering not only the topology of the nodes, but also their previous behavior, in order to make a decision.

The usage of previous behavior for the prediction of the behavior of a node is a technique used in reputation mechanisms. The current reputation mechanisms are used to evaluate the willingness of a node to execute collaborative tasks in the network. We aim at using previous behavior to evaluate the ability of a node to forward messages on an efficient path in terms of specific cost metrics important for the sensor networks. Based on previous routing decisions, the algorithm will identify and avoid non-optimal paths. The optimal path is defined as the shortest path between a node and the destination. In terms of routing decisions, we consider that the decision is optimal if greedy routing is used. If a node uses perimeter routing, then it is evaluated as a non-optimal path.

A node’s rank is built based on the ratio between optimal and non-optimal routing decisions. A path that contains nodes in perimeter routing will have a bad reputation, thus it is less efficient. We consider that each node is aware of the reputation of its neighbors. When a node is in greedy mode, it selects a neighbor for forwarding from the list of nodes with good reputation.

The quality of an obstacle avoidance mechanism is defined by several criteria. The quantity of information used to build the path is one of the most important ones, since it influences the communication overhead, thus the overall energy consumption and even the feasibility of the approach. We are considering the case of distributed, low complexity, low overhead, and guaranteed delivery routing protocols. Since most of the low overhead techniques do not guarantee delivery, we limit the interest in existing void handling techniques to only one category: planar graph based. Planar graph traversal algorithms provide guaranteed delivery with medium overhead, using only local information. Then, they forward messages on a planar graph extracted from the initial graph.

The effectiveness of obstacle avoidance problem is determined as well by the structure of the network and of the obstacles. In the particular case of planar graph based void handling techniques, most of the protocols fail in avoiding concave obstacles (see Fig 1(a)). Even if we consider the case of convex obstacles (see Fig 1(b)), difficulties in finding an efficient path are raised by the stateless constraint: nodes should exploit only local information.

In this context, we are introducing a technique for path length convergence to near the optimal one. This method exploits the particularities of sensor networks in order to avoid adding any communication overhead. While using only one hop location information and maintaining the computational complexity low, it provides a near optimal path in routing with obstacle avoidance, and converges relatively fast to this state. A preliminary version of the research in this paper has appeared in [37].

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the state of the art in geographic routing algorithms. Section 3 discusses the building blocks of
our algorithm - network communication model, object avoidance algorithms and path evaluation methods. The following section shows the modifications made to the existing protocols, to consider path quality and proposes three different evaluation methods for quality. Section 5 contains the experimental results and the last sections contains the conclusions.

2. State of the art / comparison

We address the problem of finding near optimal paths for geographic routing with obstacles avoidance. Although several obstacle avoidance techniques for geographic routing were proposed so far, most of them are concerned only with finding some path (usually a quite long one) when greedy forwarding is not possible. Moreover, the constraints like the stateless nature of geographic routing, are in contrast to the quantity of data needed to make a decision. Thus, they provide a trade off between efficiency, effectiveness on one side and complexity, communication overhead on the other side.

By default, all geographic routing algorithms are using greedy forwarding strategy. Several greedy routing techniques have been proposed in the relevant state of the art. In [8], [33], [32], [3] the authors propose greedy forwarding schemes that each time selects the next hop sensor making best possible progress toward the destination of data, in terms of different metrics. The analysis and simulations show that while [3] behaves very well in dense networks, its performances drop in sparse networks and networks with routing holes and obstacle.

When greedy fails, the algorithms enters in a recovery mode, used until greedy is again possible. We will present only the techniques that guarantee the delivery of the data, since we consider effectiveness as a mandatory requirement. The solutions are divided in the following categories[5]: planar graph based, cost based, geometric, flood based, hybrid, spanning tree based.

Planar graph traversal techniques [6], [7], [26], [25] are used since they were proved to guarantee delivery if a path exists. Planar graph based obstacle avoidance strategies use greedy as long as a node has a neighbor closer to the destination. Otherwise, one of existing planar graph traversal algorithms [9], [10], [11] is used. Since the representation of the network is not always a planar graph, this class of strategies needs to use a distributed planarization algorithm. This can be done at the network level, in the network setup phase, or it can be done on demand, only for the set of nodes where greedy forwarding cannot be used. The performances of these strategies depend on two factors: the performances of graph traversal algorithm and of the distributed planarization algorithm [29], [31], [30]. Thus most of the algorithms are concerned with improving the planar graph traversal algorithms. The optimality of the path is not considered. The gain in path length (compared with path chosen when complete network topology knowledge is available) becomes significant when obstacles are present and it is proportional with the size of the obstacle. Our approach is different: while keeping both the greedy and planar graph based strategies, our algorithm progressively marks and avoids the non-optimal paths.

Geometric obstacle avoidance is proposed in [12]. It uses the geometric properties of a node to determine if a message can be stuck at that node. An algorithm is developed to find holes in the network, defined as areas of the network bounded by the stuck nodes. The disadvantage of this technique is the high complexity of the detection of the holes. Additionally, it does not guarantee delivery when the destination is inside the hole.

Cost based approach [13] consists in assigning a cost to each node, proportional to the distance to the destination. When greedy forwarding fails, a node will forward a packet to a neighbor with a lower cost than itself. Although the complexity and the overhead of the algorithm is rather medium, it does not choose optimal paths.

Flooding based techniques [14],[15] are using broadcast to forward the message, once a packet is stuck. Although the complexity is low, the overhead is high. Although they guarantee delivery, path optimality is not a concern. An alternative to flooding is multicast. [4] proposes a redundant multipath delivery scheme that uses probabilistic choices to achieve good trade-off between efficiency and cost; while this method indeed copes well in sparse networks, it fails to bypass obstacles.

Hybrid techniques use at least two obstacle avoidance techniques. The motivation is the improved efficiency of the path and the guaranteed delivery of the message, and they are used when only one of the two techniques is not enough to achieve these requirements. The disadvantage is the increased overall complexity. [16] is a protocol combining greedy routing and adaptation of the transmission range to bypass obstacles. Indeed, the protocol manages to "jump over" obstacles, but the routing path created is not optimal and the energy cost can become high, [17] proposes a variation of the right hand rule...
and manages to bypass even hard obstacles. The paths it creates are quite efficient but not optimal.

Spanning tree based techniques build a spanning tree when a message is stuck at a node. In [28] they are forwarded using flooding, while in [27] the locations covered by subtrees are aggregated using convex hulls to decide which direction in the tree is closer to the destination.

3. The building blocks of our approach

3.1. Network model

We consider the case of a static network, where the entire network traffic is oriented to and from the base station. The network model is a graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ represents the set of nodes and $E \subseteq V^2$ represents the set of edges. The distance between nodes is the Euclidean distance, and the path length is the sum of the distances between the intermediary hops. The two issues related with the graph representation of a network is link detection and graph planarisation method.

The information about the presence of the one hop neighbors is obtained by the means of short beacon messages, called hello messages [19]. Sent with maximum signal strength, hello messages are used to detect the neighbors of a node in the network. They are used both to advertise the presence of a node and its physical location.

The classical representation for network is the unit disk graph model - it makes the assumption that an edge $e \subset E$ exists only if the distance between nodes is below a certain limit. This model was proved to be inaccurate [34]. A better representation is the realistic physical layer model [35], [36] - a message is received with a probability depending on the distance between nodes. The performances of our protocol in terms of path gain is independent of the model used. The physical layer model has a direct impact on the routing protocol performance, but not on the optimization method.

The alternative we use for the planar graph building is the crossed link detection protocol algorithm, CLDP, proposed in [29]. The algorithm is used for graph planarisation and is proved to incur moderate overhead, to converge quickly and to choose low loss paths. Another advantage of this protocol is the robustness to arbitrary localization error.

By exploiting the existence of hello messages, each node maintains an accurate image of the path rating of each neighbor. Nodes can locally send information about the optimality status, by adding this information to the content of the hello messages. If the messages are sent periodically, this additional information is transmitted with only one additional bit, added at the end of the hello message. A second alternative for optimality status dissemination is to send an update message each time the state is changed. The trade off in choosing one of these methods is between convergence time and the overhead. If the algorithm waits until the beacon is send, then the convergence time is delayed, otherwise, more overhead is added into the network. Other factors to consider when choosing the dissemination method are the number of nodes marked as non optimal and the number of state switches of each node, since both influence directly the overhead added in the network when reactive updates are used.

In order for communication to succeed, it is necessary to map a node’s ID to its location. Each transmission needs the coordinates of the destination. We are assuming the availability of a distributed location service, responsible for determining the position of the destination. GLS, as described in [18], is a suitable solution. In GLS, the mappings are stored in location servers. The main mechanisms are the querying of a node’s location and the selection of the location servers. Both are based on a predefined identifier ordering and on a predefined geographic hierarchy.

We assume that all sensors are willing to collaborate, and we do not investigate security aspects. We assume as well that sensors are not being malicious or attacked. This assumption is made since routing and security are seen as two different concerns in sensor network, and existing security mechanisms [20], [21] are built with generality in mind: they are independent of the underlying communication protocols. We are only using the same mathematical tools of the trust/reputation concept in our setting. High trust in our routing case means ability to route messages efficiently around obstacles.

3.2. Planar graph based object avoidance

As discussed above, perimeter routing is the most suitable routing technique for object avoidance when greedy fails. Thus, our algorithm will use two routing modes: greedy routing and face routing. They are concerned with selecting the next relay node. We consider that the current relay, $P_i$ knows its geographical coordinates, the coordinates of the previous node, of the destination $D$ and of all its one
hop neighbors $N_i$. In greedy forwarding, the choice of
the next relay is a local optimum decision: the selected
neighbor is the one closer to the destination. In Fig. 2,
the first three transmissions are in greedy mode.

Faced with an obstacle, a node will switch to
perimeter routing and the next hop will be represented
by the first node counterclockwise from $P_1D$ line.
This heuristic will continue until the message reaches
an edge crossing the $P_1D$ line. At this point it
will switch to another face. The purpose is to route
the message around faces progressively closer to the
destination. The node will return to greedy when the
current node is closer to the destination than the node
where perimeter routing started. In Fig. 2, $P_3$ is closer
to $D$ than $P_1$, therefore the algorithm will switch to
greedy. Perimeter routing works only on planar graphs
with no crossing edges.

Our purpose is to avoid the paths where the
messages will fall into face routing.

Fig. 2. Planar graph based routing

3.3. Reputation - Path ranking Analogy

Reputation systems are enforced in collaborative
environments and are used to help predicting the
behavior of an entity based on the previous experience
with that entity. Each interaction is evaluated in terms
of only two possible results: positive or a negative.
Therefore, their behavior can be modeled as a
statistical process with binary events. The information
obtained from the previous interactions is inferred, the
outcome of future interactions is predicted and based
on this prediction, a decision is made about interacting
with it or not.

An example is beta reputation system [22], that uses
beta probability density function to build reputation
ratings. Reputation, defined as the opinion of an
entity about another, is represented as a probabilistic
distribution.

Trust is the expectation of an entity about the
actions of the other. It is obtained by taking the
statistical expectation of the probability distribution
representing the reputation. If $\alpha$ is the number of
positive outcomes and $\beta$ is the number of negative
outcomes, then the expected value of beta distribution is:

$$E(p) = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \beta}$$

Based on the trust value, an entity will decide if it will
cooperate or not. A threshold is set and compared with
the expected value. If the expected value is under the
threshold, then the node will not cooperate.

$$behavior = \begin{cases} 
\text{cooperate} & \text{if } E(p) > \text{Threshold} \\
\text{not cooperate} & \text{if } E(p) < \text{Threshold}
\end{cases}$$

We take the mathematical tools used by beta
reputation system, but we give a different meaning.
We are interested in evaluating optimality / non
optimality of a path passing through a certain
node. The advantages of this method are the
simplicity of implementation in practical applications
and the strong statistical background. Simplicity
of implementation is important in sensor networks
which are scarce in computational and energy related
resources. The statistical background will provide
robustness to the evaluation mechanism.

We are using the same model of binary events. Each
node can choose from two routing decisions; one of
them is evaluated as optimal, thus it will represent
a positive outcome; the other is evaluated as non-
optimal, and it will represent a negative outcome. Each
node will choose the next forwarding neighbor based
both on the suitability with the selection method and
on its expected behavior.

In a system where the willingness to cooperate
is evaluated, it seems reasonable that the trust is
computed by the neighbors. But when the frequency of
the used routing methods has to be evaluated, the node
can make the decision by itself. Thus, the estimation
of the routing method optimality can be made at the
node level. Furthermore, the evaluation made at the
neighbors’ level will increase the network traffic.

4. Algorithms

The purpose of the algorithm is to obtain a gradual
convergence to the optimal path. We intend to obtain
minimal path lengths by dynamically evaluating the
frequency of every routing method used by a node
and assigning further routing tasks based on this
evaluation.
As mentioned before, geographical routing uses greedy method to choose the next neighbor. When greedy fails, another strategy - rescue mode - is enforced. We are choosing as the rescue mode strategy a planar graph based traversal algorithm to route around obstacles. We are making this decision considering the guaranteed delivery and the stateless nature of this class of protocols. Greedy routing will be considered as good quality routing method, while face routing will be evaluated as a poor quality one.

The protocol gradually evaluates the performance of a path, detecting dynamically the nodes around holes, and progressively redefining the routing paths. Each node is evaluating itself and it is spreading locally information about its performance. Once the non optimal nodes are detected and advertised, each node in greedy routing mode will avoid to choose non optimal neighbors for forwarding, thus redirecting the message outside the non optimal area.

The shape of the non optimal area is presented in Fig. 3, for convex obstacles, and Fig. 4, for concave ones. Both figures represent intermediary stages during the convergence process. The black areas represent nodes marked as optimal, while the gray area contains non optimal nodes. The edge of the non-trusted area represents the path that the messages originated at the left side of the obstacle will follow. The upper area of the void for the concave shape is marked faster, since the messages are routed only counterclockwise around the obstacle.

The evaluation of a node as non optimal depends on the relative position between the source, object and destination. The point of incidence with the object influences the number of hops a message is routed with perimeter, since the message will exit perimeter only when it finds a node closer to the destination then the perimeter entry point. This is also the reason why a small area of nodes above the concave object is marked.

Further, we will present a new routing protocol which will take into account the optimality of a node for choosing the next relay and several non optimality detection methods, outlining there advantages and disadvantages.

### 4.1. Routing

Algorithm 1 describes our routing protocol. It checks first what is the current routing mode. If the message is in the perimeter mode, there are two possible situations: the current node is closer to the destination than the perimeter entry point and the routing mode is switched to greedy, otherwise the current node will forward the message counterclockwise to the next neighbor on the face of the planar graph.

If the message is in the greedy mode, it will select next relay between the optimal neighbors. If greedy fails in finding the next relay, the perimeter mode is enabled. Based on the routing mode used, the optimality of the current node is updated.

The modifications to the behavior of the routing protocol are as follows. First a selection of candidates for greedy routing is made: only nodes that are closer to the destination than the current node and that are marked as optimal are included. The reason is that, even if they could represent a local optimum, since afterward they use perimeter routing, they are nodes on non-optimal paths. The condition to enter perimeter routing remains unchanged. When a message enters the perimeter mode, it will choose the first neighbor counterclockwise, with the line between the source and the destination as a reference. Perimeter routing selection of the next hop remains unchanged as well.

With this configuration in mind, the behavior of the algorithm is similar to the classical perimeter routing.
algorithms for both the marked and unmarked area. We define the border as the area composed of nodes with neighbors in both marked and unmarked areas. The only difference is represented by the behavior at the border: by giving priority first to the optimal nodes, the messages will be routed around the marked area. But this behavior is possible only when the nodes at the border have greedy optimal neighbors toward the destination. Otherwise, the node will enter into the marked area, without any significant improvement on the routing path.

The second change in the routing algorithm aims at improving the path, even when the border nodes have no greedy optimal neighbors toward the destination. When the perimeter entry point chooses the next relay, it will check first the status of its neighbors. If it has both optimal and non-optimal neighbors, it will select an optimal neighbor to continue routing. Since the probability that a node on a current face is closer to the destination than the current node is high, the node will switch to greedy with high probability. Therefore the message is kept on the border, advancing toward the destination in greedy or perimeter mode.

Further we will address the second important issue of the algorithm. We will sketch three different classes of optimality evaluation methods, that achieve different compromises between the efficiency and the cost of the solution achieved.

4.2. Last step based evaluation
First method (Last Step Trust), described in Algorithm 2, is to build a reputation based only on evaluation of the last interaction. Each time a node is used as a relay, it will evaluate the quality of the path and it will set the optimality value to 1 if greedy is used and 0 otherwise.

The advantage of this method is its simplicity, no computing effort is necessary.

Algorithm 2 Last step trust update

```plaintext
if routing_mode is "perimeter" then
    trust ← 0
else
    trust ← 1
end if
```

The disadvantage is the increased number of transmissions needed to notify the neighbors about the state changes. Additionally, the convergence time can be quite long, especially for the border nodes. The usage of perimeter or greedy at a specific node depends as well on the position of the perimeter entry point, therefore of the source. The state of a node could change often at the border between the nodes for which the obstacle intersects the direct line between the source and the destination and the other nodes.

4.3. Bayesian interference based evaluation
Second method (Entire History Evaluation), as described in Algorithm 3, is to use two counters to evaluate the interactions. Each time the greedy routing is used, the counter for positive interactions, is increased. Each time perimeter routing is used, the counter for negative interactions is increased.

We will use Bayesian probability for interference. If $g$ represents the number of messages sent by greedy and $p$ the number of messages sent by perimeter, then the performance is calculated by the formula $g/(p+g)$ and represents the expected value, a number between 0 and 1. The optimality is determined by comparison between the expected value and a specific THRESHOLD. Initially all nodes are assigned the rating of 1.

In the context of stationary traffic, this method offers a robust evaluation and faster convergence to a stable state than the evaluation in one step. Additionally, the current state reflects the the behavior of the network, the traffic density distribution. Another factor that influences both the convergence time and the number of nodes marked as non-optimal is the threshold value. The lower the threshold is, the longer the convergence time and the marked number of non-optimal nodes is.

Algorithm 1 Trust based routing strategy

```plaintext
if routing_mode is "perimeter" then
    if is_closer(this, entry_point) then
        routing_mode ← greedy
    end if
    if routing_mode is "perimeter" then
        next ← get_next_hop("perimeter", neighs)
    else
        sel_neighs ← filter(neighs)
        next ← get_next_hop("greedy", sel_neighs)
        if ! ∃ next then
            next ← get_next_hop("perimeter", neighs)
        end if
    end if
end if
```

The disadvantage is the increased number of transmissions needed to notify the neighbors about the state changes. Additionally, the convergence time can be quite long, especially for the border nodes. The usage of perimeter or greedy at a specific node depends as well on the position of the perimeter entry point, therefore of the source. The state of a node could change often at the border between the nodes for which the obstacle intersects the direct line between the source and the destination and the other nodes.

4.3. Bayesian interference based evaluation
Second method (Entire History Evaluation), as described in Algorithm 3, is to use two counters to evaluate the interactions. Each time the greedy routing is used, the counter for positive interactions, is increased. Each time perimeter routing is used, the counter for negative interactions is increased.

We will use Bayesian probability for interference. If $g$ represents the number of messages sent by greedy and $p$ the number of messages sent by perimeter, then the performance is calculated by the formula $g/(p+g)$ and represents the expected value, a number between 0 and 1. The optimality is determined by comparison between the expected value and a specific THRESHOLD. Initially all nodes are assigned the rating of 1.

In the context of stationary traffic, this method offers a robust evaluation and faster convergence to a stable state than the evaluation in one step. Additionally, the current state reflects the the behavior of the network, the traffic density distribution. Another factor that influences both the convergence time and the number of nodes marked as non-optimal is the threshold value. The lower the threshold is, the longer the convergence time and the marked number of non-optimal nodes is.

Algorithm 2 Last step trust update

```plaintext
if routing_mode is "perimeter" then
    trust ← 0
else
    trust ← 1
end if
```

The disadvantage is the increased number of transmissions needed to notify the neighbors about the state changes. Additionally, the convergence time can be quite long, especially for the border nodes. The usage of perimeter or greedy at a specific node depends as well on the position of the perimeter entry point, therefore of the source. The state of a node could change often at the border between the nodes for which the obstacle intersects the direct line between the source and the destination and the other nodes.

4.3. Bayesian interference based evaluation
Second method (Entire History Evaluation), as described in Algorithm 3, is to use two counters to evaluate the interactions. Each time the greedy routing is used, the counter for positive interactions, is increased. Each time perimeter routing is used, the counter for negative interactions is increased.

We will use Bayesian probability for interference. If $g$ represents the number of messages sent by greedy and $p$ the number of messages sent by perimeter, then the performance is calculated by the formula $g/(p+g)$ and represents the expected value, a number between 0 and 1. The optimality is determined by comparison between the expected value and a specific THRESHOLD. Initially all nodes are assigned the rating of 1.

In the context of stationary traffic, this method offers a robust evaluation and faster convergence to a stable state than the evaluation in one step. Additionally, the current state reflects the the behavior of the network, the traffic density distribution. Another factor that influences both the convergence time and the number of nodes marked as non-optimal is the threshold value. The lower the threshold is, the longer the convergence time and the marked number of non-optimal nodes is.
Algorithm 3 Bayesian computation trust update

```matlab
if routing_mode is "perimeter" then
  increment positive counter
else
  increment negative counter
end if
if reputation ≥ THRESHOLD then
  trust ← 0
else
  trust ← 1
end if
```

Algorithm 4 Bayesian with inference trust update

```matlab
Rd ← compute direct reputation
for each neighbor i do
  Ri ← get reputation
end for
R ← (1 − WEIGHT) * Rd + WEIGHT * Ri
if R ≥ THRESHOLD then
  trust ← 0
else
  trust ← 1
end if
```

4.4. Bayesian interference with propagation based evaluation

The third algorithm (Bayesian with Propagation) uses neighbors optimality in building the optimality of each node. We are using the same method as the previous described reputation system uses to combine feedback from multiple sources. The method is presented in Algorithm 4. $R$ is the optimality of a node, $R_d$ is the optimality value obtained as a result of the own decisions and $R_i$ is the optimality inferred from that of the neighbors.

The weighting factor, $WEIGHT$, is a measure of the influence of the neighbors. It improves the convergence time of the algorithm, since the non optimal nodes in the vicinity of an already detected area will be marked faster. The value of the weighting factor is a trade off between the convergence time and the number of nodes detected. It has to be small enough, such that the influence of the node own behavior is more significant than the influence of the neighbors.

4.5. Example

Figure 5(a) represents the path of the first message. When the message arrives at node $n1$, it switches to perimeter, since node $n1$ does not have any greedy neighbors toward the destination. The message is forwarded in perimeter mode until $n6$ which is closer to the destination than the perimeter entry point, therefore it switches to greedy. The negative counter is increased to one for the nodes $n1 − n5$, which are marked as non-optimal.

We will further present the behavior of the network and the detection of the non optimal nodes. Table I represents at each step the positive and negative
Table I. Optimality indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n1</th>
<th>n2</th>
<th>n3</th>
<th>n4</th>
<th>n5</th>
<th>n6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>0 1 NO</td>
<td>0 1 NO</td>
<td>0 1 NO</td>
<td>0 1 NO</td>
<td>0 1 NO</td>
<td>1 0 O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{n-1}$</td>
<td>0 5 NO</td>
<td>7 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>9 0 O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_n$</td>
<td>0 5 NO</td>
<td>7 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>10 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>10 0 O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{n+1}$</td>
<td>0 5 NO</td>
<td>7 NO</td>
<td>9 NO</td>
<td>10 NO</td>
<td>2 9 NO</td>
<td>11 0 O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

counters, and the optimality value for each node.

We consider few other messages sent from the same source in Fig. 5(a), having as a result the marked area in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(b) represents the path of a message that avoids the marked area, choosing a path close to optimal. Node $n7$ has no optimal greedy neighbors toward the destination, therefore its negative counter is increased. Similar for $n4$. $n5$ is closer to the destination than $n4$, therefore it will switch to greedy, and its positive counter is increased.

The last step, Fig. 5(c), shows the path of a message with a different source than the previous ones. The node $n8$ has no optimal neighbors closer to the destination than itself, therefore its negative counter will increase and it will start routing in perimeter. $n5$ is closer to the destination than $n8$, and it has optimal greedy neighbors, therefore it will increase the positive counter and route in greedy mode.

5. Simulations

5.1. Network configuration

We will evaluate experimentally the performances of the algorithms mentioned above. The network configuration used is as follows. The size of the network is 50x50 units, with the number of nodes varying between 2800 and 6700, therefore the density range is between 15 and 35. We are choosing rather high densities, in order to minimize the number and the impact of the communication voids. This way, the alteration of routing performances are mainly caused by the behavior of the protocol around the object.

Two types of obstacles in the network topology are tested. The first one is a convex shape, a rectangle with the size of 10x20 units. The second type is a concave object, with the shape of a half moon, with the radius of the generator of 10.

The transmission radius of a node has 2 units, thus the ratio between the obstacle size and the transmission range is 5, therefore the obstacles are quite large.

The traffic in the network is generated in an area of size 3x3 units. The destinations are located in a 3x3 units square area on the other side of the obstacle reported to the source. The reason for this configuration is to have an evaluation of the worse case influence of the obstacles on the traffic.

The results are presented as the median of 50 experiments, after the convergence of the network. For each experiment, a message is sent into the network at each step. If the number of non optimal nodes remains constant after 300 steps, the algorithm is considered convergent, and the performance of the first message routed in the network after convergence is measured. For each experiment we are changing the network configuration: the position of the nodes and the links between the nodes.

5.2. Performance evaluation

We are evaluating the performances of our three protocols: Last Step Trust, Entire History Evaluation, and Bayesian With Propagation. The comparison is made based on criteria like the path quality and the time to convergence.

We are concerned with building algorithms close to the optimal path. We define the optimal as the euclidean path. Thus, we will compare the quality of the path with the one generated by a topology aware greedy strategy. In the case of obstacles, the optimal path will have as intermediary destinations the extremities of the obstacle. Each intermediary reference is chosen as the closest extremity to the line between the current node and the destination. The optimal hop count is measured as the ratio between the euclidean distance and the communication range.

The second reference for comparison is the greedy perimeter stateless routing, as the state of the art in planar graph traversal based routing protocols. The planar graph traversal algorithm is convex face routing: a node walks on faces progressively closer to the destination.
5.2.1. Hop count

First simulation results, Fig. 6 present the average hop distance in the vicinity of the obstacle, as an estimator of the latency of the message. The first image represents the measurements for the convex obstacle, while the second represents the measurements for the concave one. The x axis represents the network size, measured in number of nodes. The y axis represents the average number of hops traversed by the message.

Greedy perimeter stateless routing introduces a latency of more than 200% in the vicinity of the obstacle. For convex obstacles, all the trust based algorithms are introducing at most 50% of latency for the highest densities. For lower densities, One Step Evaluation has the best performance, while Bayesian With Propagation algorithm is closer to Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing.

For concave obstacle, the gain in hop distance compared to GPSR is even higher. This is due to the effort of attaining the node closest to the destination inside the convex shape, added to the perimeter routing along the obstacle. For highest densities, the increase in hop count compared with the ideal case is 25% for ranking mechanisms, while for Greedy perimeter stateless routing is 200%. For lower densities, One Step evaluation mechanism has the closest to optimal performances.

Another observation is that GPSR does not have a linear dependence on the network density. This can also be observed in [23] for GPSR and other suggested algorithms, the performance of the algorithms are sensitive to the density due the the impact of this parameter on the planarization process. Thus, the explanation resides in the number of perimeter routing decisions. Actually, one can claim that as the network density is not high enough, voids cause difficulties to GPSR. As the network density increases, voids disappear and the total hop count decreases. Indeed,
numerical experiment tends to confirm this since trust based algorithm avoid using perimeter routing and do not show similar behavior.

The final remark is that our class of algorithms have a behavior closer to the optimum when the network size increases.

Fig. 7 shows the median of the path length obtained by each of the algorithms. The x axis represents again the size of the network. One Step has better results than all the other algorithms in the same class. For high densities, all the ranking based algorithm have smaller average path length and their behaviors are similar. The path length decreases as the density of the network is increasing. Notably, for densities higher than 20, they are less sensitive to the particularities of the network’s topology and the average path length is almost constant, as the density increases. However, the density of the network has a smaller impact on the ranking based algorithms than on GPSR.

5.2.3. Convergence time

The convergence time, Fig. 9 is also evaluated for different reputation algorithms. The convergence condition is a constant value for the number of untrustworthy nodes. If the network configuration is static then our algorithm is convergent.
While for lower densities, the performance of the three algorithms is different, they start to have the similar performances for high densities. Additionally, for high densities, the convergence time increases significantly.

The Bayesian with Interference algorithm has the highest convergence time. A decrease of convergence time was expected, since the state of the non-optimal nodes influences the detection time for their neighbors.

5.2.4. Marked area size

In Fig. 8 we notice an increase of number of non-optimal nodes with the density. There are two factors that influence the The influence of neighbors’ reputation will increase the number of untrustworthy nodes. This is explained by the fact that some of the nodes at the edge of the untrustworthy area are having a small difference between the optimal and non-optimal routing decisions. If the number of non-optimal neighbors is significantly higher than of optimal ones, than they can determine a change in the state of the node.

6. Conclusions

We presented a class of algorithms, heuristic based, to significantly improve the behavior of the geographic routing with obstacle avoidance protocols. It aims at providing optimal routing, by using a path ranking scheme, build with a reputation like mechanism. As the simulations show, the algorithms achieve better performances than the greedy perimeter stateless routing, the reference protocol. The performances come after the paths converge to an optimum, thus the convergence time is an important factor, and again, our algorithms converge quite fast. The quality of the path is not the only comparison criterion for the geographic routing algorithms. The overhead and the complexity of the algorithm are also important factors that we considered and the proposed mechanisms comply with both requirements.

One concern is raised by the propagation of the information about the optimality level of each node. Our ranking based model is close to the classical distributed trust building mechanisms, but still there is an important difference. Usually, the trust is build locally and distributedly by the neighbors. But, in our algorithm each node builds its own ranking, since it is a measure of the quality of the path and not a measure of the willingness to cooperate. The main advantages of this method is that it minimizes the network traffic and optimize convergence time. If a node computes its own optimality level, which is limited (for Entire History Evaluation and Last Step Evaluation) to only two values: 0 or 1, the information shared with the neighbors needs only one additional bit in order to be transmitted.

Another concern is the behavioral pathologies, identified in [24], and the unit disk model as its main source, reason why we chose a different planarization method, CLDP. With respect to this aspect, Entire History Evaluation strategy has the advantage of having smaller number of transitions (compared with Last Step Trust for example).

Future work will further investigate the properties (e.g. generality) of the algorithms. The strategy is build considering only a single fixed destination. We are interested to investigate its behavior and adapt it to both the case of mobile nodes and of multiple base stations. In this case one trust value is not enough, since the optimality of the path depends on the relative position of the destination and the obstacle. Further investigations can be done when the base station is mobile or the network configuration is dynamic.

Another assumption was that the nodes are cooperative. Further work could deal with the security/fault tolerance of the algorithm and the impact of non-collaborative entities in the network.

A lot of interest has been shown to energy balanced algorithms. Of course as long as data aggregation is used, this is not an mandatory demand, but the conformance with network lifetime maximization techniques remains an interesting study direction as well.
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